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Gyprock™  

Ceiling Solutions

Gyprock™ ceiling tiles have a plasterboard core and are used as decorative linings in commercial applications. They are 

square edged to suit an exposed grid and have various surface finishes. Offering an attractive, economical and functional 

solution for commercial and industrial ceilings, Gyprock™ ceiling systems are used in offices, shops and shopping centers, 

clubs, restaurants, function centers and community buildings, warehouse and factory buildings. The range of Gyprock™ 

ceiling tile systems suits both decorative and acoustic requirements.

Range Overview

Gyprock Freshtone™ Diamond White

Freshtone™ is a Gyprock™ plasterboard panel finished with a finely textured vinyl laminate 

which resists fading and mould growth. Gyprock Freshtone™ is available in ‘white’, and is 

ideal for shopping centres, offices and industrial premises. Freshtone’s core features the 

sag resistance properties of Supaceil™.

Gyprock Supatone™

Gyprock Supatone™ is a plasterboard panel with a ‘wipe clean’ smooth polycoated surface 

paper laminate. Supatone™ is available in ‘white’, and used in basic commercial ceiling 

applications. Supatone’s core features the sag resistance properties of Supaceil™.

Gyprock™ Perforated Panel 

Gyprock™ Perforated Panels have been specifically developed for use in ceilings where 

additional sound absorption is required. Perforations are approximately 10% of the panel 

area, and combined with suitable insulation, provide a medium level of acoustic absorption.
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Gyprock Freshtone™  

Diamond White

Freshtone™ Diamond White has a lightly 

textured vinyl surface suitable for shopping 

centres, factories and offices.

PRODUCT
FRESHTONE™  

DIAMOND WHITE

Thickness 10mm

Surface Finish visible Vinyl laminate

Surface Finish back Paper

Core Plaster

Edge Profile Square

Edge Finish
Short edges paper wrapped, long 

edges machine cut

Grid To suit an exposed grid

Accessibility Easily demountable

Cleaning
Dust, vacuum or wipe with  

a damp cloth

Panel Mass (kg/m2) 7

Colour White

EFHI 0, 0, 0, 3

CAC 35dB

Availability Stock

Size
Nominal 1200 x 600mm

Actual 1191 x 591mm

Pallet Size 200 Tiles

PRODUCT SUPATONE™

Thickness 10mm

Surface Finish visible Paper

Surface Finish back Paper

Core Plaster

Edge Profile Square

Edge Finish
Short edges paper wrapped, long 

edges machine cut

Grid To suit an exposed grid

Accessibility Easily demountable

Cleaning
Dust, vacuum or wipe with  

a damp cloth

Panel Mass (kg/m2) 8

Colour White

EFHI 13, 0, 2, 3

CAC 35dB

Availability Stock

Size
Nominal 1200 x 600mm

Actual 1191 x 591mm

Pallet Size 200 Tiles

PRODUCT PERFORATED PANEL

Thickness 13mm

Surface Finish visible Vinyl laminate

Surface Finish back Paper

Core Plaster

Edge Profile Square

Edge Finish
Short edges paper wrapped, long 

edges machine cut

Grid To suit an exposed grid

Accessibility Easily demountable

Cleaning
Dust, vacuum or wipe with  

a damp cloth

Panel Mass (kg/m2) 10

Colour White

EFHI 0, 0, 0, 4

NRC
0.49 with Bradford Anticon 55  

(foil uppermost)

Availability Stock

Size
Nominal 1200 x 600mm

Actual 1191 x 591mm

Pallet Size 200 Tiles

Gyprock Supatone™

Supatone™ ceiling tiles have a smooth 

polycoated surface white paper laminate, 

suited to basic commercial ceilings.

Gyprock™ Perforated Panel 

Perforated Panel has a white vinyl face finish, 

and a regular grid of 6mm full depth holes. 

Gyprock™ products are manufactured for life with all CSR products designed to achieve optimal performance when part of a CSR integrated 

system. Gyprock™ continues to lead the market with premium quality products which are the preferred choice of plastering professionals. 

Gyprock™ plasterboard products are manufactured to the Australian Standards AS2588 providing confidence in quality of product and 

support. For details on our product warranty, please log onto www.gyprock.com.au/warranty, or contact us on 1300 306 556.

CSR Gyprock™ Warranty


